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Why Aren’t Golfers Improving?
Perhaps the most shocking statistic in golf is the fact that the average handicap for men and
women has not improved in the last 10 years.
This is despite the great technological advances in equipment, including drivers made out of
material usually reserved for air force fighter jets, which are supposed to help you bomb it off
the tee and pound any golf course into submission.
There isnʼt a shortage of golf instruction either- the golf improvement industry is filled with
thousands of gurus who all claim to know that one secret thatʼs going to have you playing like
Tiger Woods by next month.
The question remains: Why arenʼt golfers improving?
There is an infinite number of possible answers to that question, however through our
experience we feel it boils down to one or a combination of the following 3 Reasons:
1) Most golfers only work on their technique and either neglect, or fail to realize, that there
are 4 Training Factors in golf just as any other sport. They are Technical, Physical,
Mental and Strategic.
2) Most golfers are caught in what we call “The Reactive Cycle”. By Reactive Cycle we
mean that golfers are busy trying not to do what they did wrong previously. You hit a
bad slice off the first tee, and youʼre busy trying to avoid hitting a slice on your next shot.
Three putt a green, then try not to three putt the next green.

3) Most golfers desire confidence in their games but donʼt know how to develop it. Even if
they do manage to gain some confidence in practice, they donʼt know how to take that
onto the golf course in competition.
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Reason 1: Obsession with Technique

There is probably more instruction produced and published on technique in the
game of golf than in any other sport, and to a degree this is understandable.
The golf swing incorporates many moving parts and requires a fair amount of
precision. This can make it seem a bit daunting, and the natural reaction for most
golfers is to try very hard to get their technique right as they believe that is the
missing link holding them back from playing their best golf.
There is nothing wrong with working on your technique. A sound, repeatable golf
swing is very important for you to be able to play to the best of your ability.
However, good technique is not the be all and end all when it comes to playing
good golf.
You need to learn how to “play the game”. You need to have the mental skills to
be able to deal with the pressure of competition. You need to have a certain level
of fitness to be able to perform the correct technical motions and have the stamina
to be in your optimal performance state for the entirety of your round.
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Solution: The Four Training Factors

L-R: K.J Choi, Steve Bann and Stuart Appleby

Elite Athletes in ALL Sports combine the FOUR TRAINING FACTORS. However, it
was not until relatively recently that these principles were taught to golfers.
The norm used to be for players to go out onto the practice fairway and belt out
thousands of balls – that was practice. However, with the introduction of scientific
study into sporting performance it became clear that golfers were no different to
other athletes in that they too needed a truly balanced approach to training.
The result was the introduction of the FOUR TRAINING FACTORS for golf
TECHNIQUE – Technical skill level of the player for all shot types
PHYSICAL – Flexibility, coordination and strength
MENTAL - Concentration, confidence, ability to play under pressure
STRATEGIC – Course management, planning and ability to play to your strengths
You need to pay attention to all 4 Training Factors to be able to play your best
golf. We call this a “Holistic Approach” to golf training.
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Reason 2: Caught in The Reactive Cycle

In contrast to The Improvement Cycle, most golfers will base their practice on
what is known as the “Reactive Cycle”. It works like this.
1. You go out on the golf course and you hit a poor golf shot – perhaps a slice or a
hook.
2. You react to this poor shot by trying something different on your next shot, in
the hope of correcting the problem – perhaps a magazine tip, some advice from a
friend etc
3. You may or may not appear to have some success with this different approach
– but in any event the result will be short lived – you will likely repeat this
“reactive cycle” over and over and you will end up very frustrated.
We see golfers practice in this way all the time. It is one of the major reasons why
golfers fail to achieve anything like their true potential.
This approach doesn’t work because the human mind and body works best when
you tell it to do something as opposed to telling it to not do something. That said,
positive thinking alone will not allow you to play your best golf. You need a plan
for steady and sustained improvement. You need to become acquainted with The
Improvement Cycle.
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Solution: The Golf Improvement Cycle
Whether we are training elite golfers or recreational golfers our approach is
fundamentally the same:

We always base our training around the “Golf Improvement Cycle”
This is essentially a 3 Step Process:
Step1 – Make an assessment of where your golf is at present (for a particular
area of your game)
Step2 – Set some realistic goals and an appropriate timeframe
Step3 – Carry out some specific tasks/drills/practice programs that are specifically
aimed at improving that part of your game.
You can learn more about the Improvement Cycle on:

http://www.puregolftraining.com
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Reason 3: Lack of Confidence

Learn how to take your game from the driving range onto the golf course

How many times have you or one of your golfing partners said something to the
effect of:
“If only I could hit the ball on the course the way I do on the practice range I’d do
just fine” or “I just can’t perform under pressure”, etc.
Most golfers would have felt a lack of confidence in their game at some point. Most
golfers would also have had periods where they felt like everything fell into place
and the game seemed easy.
These fluctuations in confidence lead many golfers to believe that confidence is
some sort of intangible quality- something that comes and goes randomly and is
out of their control.
Then there are golfers who feel fairly confident in their technique after spending
hours belting balls on the range. However as soon as they step on that first tee,
their confidence seems to fly off into the woods piggybacking on their golf ball.
If any of these scenarios sound familiar to you, you need to familiarize yourself
with The Confidence Cycle:
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Solution: The Confidence Cycle
I believe confidence is a direct result of preparation and experience. Confidence is
not some mystical belief that cannot be substantiated by tangible evidence that it
exists.
Confidence is knowing that you can do something because you have done
it before, or at least you have simulated doing it in practice enough times that
you just know you can do it again in competition.
There are four steps to The Confidence Cycle:

Step 1 - Learn the Correct Technique

Good technique is an absolute necessity if you are going to play golf with
confidence consistently, so your technique must be attended to in every practice
session.
However, when you practice technique, evaluate your success or failure by
whether you achieve the correct move or position in your swing and not by where
the ball go’s.
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Step 2 - Practice the New Skill to Ingrain the New
Technique

Once you have done some work on your technique, you should then practice skill.
Skill is practicing a particular shot repetitively. Skill shots have a target and a goal
of type and trajectory.
An example might be a 5 iron fade shot and you decide to hit a bucket of balls
with that shot. After skill practice, your confidence level will be higher with that
particular skill and you will play golf with a higher level of confidence, however by
adding the third step you will create even more confidence in your ability.

Step 3 - Test the Skill Under Simulated Competition
Pressure

Testing a shot is where you now have a target and a goal and you use your full
competition pre shot routine on every shot.
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Many golfers avoid testing because they believe that it can damage their
confidence as it exposes their inability to hit shots when it counts. Well whatever
confidence they believe they do have will be exposed as fragile at best every time
they are under pressure in competition.
The business equivalent of testing is trialing and testing a product or service to
find out whether it needs modification or adjustment before taking it to full
production in the market. A successful businessperson would never skip this step.
In golf it is vital in every practice session. An example of some basic and effective
tests is “3 in a row tests” E.g. Hit 3 shots in a row with a 5 iron through a 10-yard
gap. The first two might seem easy, but the third shot will feel much more like the
pressure you feel out on the course. If you miss you then start again and continue
with this test until it is complete.
Once you have succeeded at a “3 in a row” test your confidence level will again
increase with that particular shot. My belief is that “3 in a row” in practice equates
to “one” shot when it counts out on the course.
If you cannot complete a test after a few attempts, go back a step and practice
the skill a few more times with no measurable pressure and then try the test
again.

Step 4: Compete – Take Your New Skill to the Course
with Confidence

Take your new skill to the course with the confidence that you know it will work
based on the success of correct practice.
Now that you have completed some “3 in a row tests” in practice it is a matter of
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approaching a shot on the course and recalling and reminding yourself that you hit
this shot 3 times in a row in practice so you can do again.
Competing with confidence is the final hurdle to becoming a confident golfer.
When you can successfully execute a shot on the course after taking yourself
through the confidence cycle in your practice program you will have achieved
absolute confidence in that skill.

You can learn more about the Confidence Cycle on:

http://www.puregolftraining.com
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Summary
Despite all the advances in golf equipment technology and instruction, the average
golfer is not improving. This is because:
1) They are obsessed with Technique and don’t understand that golf in fact has
4 Training Factors, i.e. Technique, Physical, Mental and Strategic.
2) They are caught in The Reactive Cycle. Instead, they need to acquaint
themselves with The Improvement Cycle.
3) They lack confidence in their golf game and don’t understand how to develop
it. They need to learn to use The Confidence Cycle.
The Pure Golf Training program is based upon the abovementioned key concepts.
It has been developed by Steve Bann and Dale Lynch, based on their experience
gathered from founding the Victorian Institute of Sport, Golf Program in 1991 in
Australia.
The VIS Golf Program has produced world class players such as Geoff Ogilvy,
Stuart Appleby, Robert Allenby, Aaron Baddeley, Marcus Fraser, Richard Green,
and many more.
In order to achieve sustainable improvement in your golf, you need to take a
holistic approach to your golf training and follow a structured program of
improvement.
You can find such a program online on www.puregolftraining.com
and much, much more including access to some of the world’s best players and
coaches.
We guarantee we can help you achieve lasting improvement in your golf game.
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NOTICE: You Do NOT Have the Right
to Reprint or Resell this Report!

You Also MAY NOT Give Away,
Sell or Share the Content Herein
If you obtained this report from anywhere other than
http://www.PureGolfTraining.com , you have a pirated copy.
Please help stop Internet crime by reporting this to:
mailto:support@PureGolfTraining.com
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